ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The programs of the Microsoft Office suite are widely adopted in biology: MS Excel is used for processing tabular data, such as expression values measured with DNA chips. MS Word is used for writing scientific publications. In both cases, the documents reference biological objects, such as genes and proteins using names, descriptions or unique identifiers. If the user needs additional information on these objects, the identifiers or names have to be copied into a browser and searched for, in public internet databases. This process is inefficient and time consuming.
Another problem is that some identifiers are not unique across different databases and organisms. Therefore, the user has to know which database to query. The problem is even harder when using names instead of identifiers. One protein usually has several textual descriptions or different spellings, and different proteins can have similar names making it very difficult to find an appropriate one uniquely describing which object is being addressed.
We present a simple solution to these problems in the form of a Biological Name Service called ProThesaurus and a client application called ProTag. ProThesaurus is implemented as a Web Service and can be used to map protein (database) identifiers to protein names or descriptions (called synonyms) and vice versa. The Web Service interface of LiMB (D. Güttler, R. Zimmer and J. Apostolaski, manuscript in preparation) is used for tagging of synonyms in free text; therefore, LiMB acts as a Biological Mark-up Service. The client application integrates seamlessly into the MS Office programs making it easy for the user to identify biological objects and performing different actions on them during everyday work. It also enables a practical way to improve the very much needed correction and extension of biological object name and synonym lists. The goal is not to establish a new ontology for protein names, but to * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
give biologists practical help with the handling of correct protein names.
METHODS
Web Services are a method to call remote programs with standardized public interfaces via sending a respective XML string to a Web server using the SOAP specification (http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/, Box et al., 2000) .
To realize the biological name service, we used previously collected synonym lists (Hanisch et al., 2003; Fundel et al., 2005 ) from a number of public databases: Entrez Gene, HUGO (Wain et al., 2004) and SWISSPROT (Boeckmann et al., 2003) as well as the organism-specific Rat, Mouse and Saccharomyces genome databases. Reduced synonym lists for yeast, mouse and fly have been evaluated in BioCreative Task 1B (Fundel et al., 2005) with good results (Recall: 88, 80 and 74%, respectively), which was largely owing to extensive curation. The synonym lists in Prothesaurus and LiMB cover further organisms and include synonyms from more databases and thus are significantly larger.
Smart Tags are a feature of MS Office programs which annotate texts in a document with information (tags) while the document is being edited or viewed. Such a tag may offer different actions (through a context menu) on that text, e.g. replacing a protein name with a unique protein identifier or retrieving additional information on the respective object from the web.
APPLICATIONS
The ProTag implementation tags automatically (i.e. without user interaction) regions of text representing a biological object inside an Excel sheet, a Word document or a PowerPoint presentation. The text could be an identifier or a list of words that matches against some synonyms. Once the user pauses to edit the document or stops scrolling within the document, the MS Office application passes the currently visible text from the document to ProTag (Fig. 1, step 1) . In order to identify biological objects within the text, the Mark-up Services (LiMB as default) are contacted (step 2). If the text could be matched against some identifiers or synonyms, a list of unique keys is returned to the client and a smart tag is added to the respective region of text (step 3); this is indicated by small marks throughout the document.
A mouse click on such a mark displays a context menu with one item for each biological object that matches the identifier or synonym. Each menu item provides several actions that can be performed on the corresponding smart tag (step 4), e.g. retrieving the synonyms for a biological object and inserting them into the document as a comment (step 5). This requires the Biological Name Services (ProThesaurus as default) to be contacted (step 6).
If a supposed identifier or a synonym is not recognized by ProTag, the user can also perform a manual and non-exact search through an additional command bar within the MS Office application. For non-MS Office applications (e.g. the Internet Explorer or Adobe Acrobat Reader) a standalone version of ProTag is offered. This software runs in the background accepting user input from the clipboard to perform the search. The matches are displayed in a dialog and the user can copy and paste one or more synonyms or identifiers to the application.
ProTag can also be used to improve the Biological Name and Markup Services. Once a region of text is tagged as a protein identifier or name, the user is allowed to update the list of associated synonyms obtained from the Web Service, and may commit the updates to the ProThesaurus database.
Letting biological experts update the synonyms of biological objects has two benefits: first, the use of standard names is encouraged, and second, the current synonym list is expected to be enhanced and corrected during the usage. Collected changes are inspected and cross-checked in order to identify meaningful corrections and extensions. These changes are then incorporated into the next version of the database. In the mean time, the proposed synonyms and identifiers can be accessed through a special Biological Name Service called BeThesaurus (Beta Thesaurus), which can be integrated into ProTag by selecting a checkbox.
Finally, the ProTag Add-In for Excel easily allows filling arbitrary table entries with information requested from the ProThesaurus Web Service using values of other table entries as parameters for the Web Service call.
Further information on usage of ProTag is provided in the setup program and as a Readme file.
OUTLOOK
The simple mechanism described in this note can easily be extended: Custom actions can be integrated into ProTag and additional Web Services can be added as a Biological Name or Mark-up Service.
We believe that the implementation proposed here has obvious and immediate benefits especially for users working with MS Office applications. First, the installation, activation and configuration of the tools are particularly simple. Second, many users are familiar with the MS Office programs. Third, the added value (information on proteins) is available seamlessly and in standard easy-to-handle form. Last but not least, the information obtained is likely to be useful, as it is straightforward to maintain up-to-date data on the Web server, and once a database identifier has been identified for a protein name through the described mechanism, the whole range of annotations is easily accessible via ProThesaurus from within Office applications.
